Background: Ductus venosus (DV) Doppler has been suggested as a biomarker for the early screening of fetal aneuploidy. However, results from different studies are not always consistent. The aim of this study is to investigate the relationship between DV and fetal aneuploidy by systematically reviewing the published literature and performing a meta-analysis.
INTRODUCTION
Aneuploidy is the presence of an abnormal number of chromosomes in a cell, e.g., a human cell with 45 or 47 chromosomes instead of the normal number 46 [1] . An extra or missing chromosome is a common cause of genetic disorders, including some human birth defects [2] . Aneuploidy is a major cause of perinatal morbidity and mortality, highlighting the importance of early detection. The first trimester (11 to 13 week) scan is now widely accepted as an important component of early screening for aneuploidy, structural defects and preeclampsia. Based on early screening results, patients can be triaged into early follow-up and possible amniocentesis at 14 to 16 weeks, or an anatomic survey at 18 to 20 weeks.
In the first trimester, ductus venosus (DV) can be easily identified by color Doppler, and DV waveform can be obtained by pulsed Doppler. Previous studies suggested that abnormal Doppler flow patterns of the DV are associated with an increased risk of fetal aneuploidy [3] . Moreover, extensive studies have demonstrated that abnormal flow in this vessel is associated with an increased risk for cardiac defects and other adverse pregnancy outcomes linked to chromosome abnormalities [4] [5] [6] .
Other studies suggested that the combined screening of nuchal translucency (NT) and DV can improve the detection rate of aneuploidies. Mavrides et al. found that the combined screening increases the sensitivity of Down syndrome detection to 94 % and decreases the likelihood ratio of a negative test to 0.08 [7] . Furthermore, abnormal DV increases the risk of cardiac defects [8] in fetuses with NT above the 95th percentile, and may increase the risk in fetuses with normal NT [9] . These previous studies have built a solid background for fetal aneuploidy research, which can be leveraged for the discovery and evaluation of DV-Aneuploidy relationship.
However, the DV-Aneuploidy co-occurrence from different individual studies varies largely. As a result, it is difficult to draw a solid conclusion as to what degree DV can help in aneuploidy screening. Therefore, we performed this meta-analysis to provide an overall estimation of the log odds ratio (LOR) of aneuploidy in case of the DV, and evaluate the variance among studies.
METHODS AND MATERIALS

Data screening
A literature search was performed covering all up-to-date literatures from PubMed Central, Medline, RePORTER and Elsevier Full-text Article. First, 'ductus venosus' was used as keyword for searching, and 1,951 articles were identified. Further filter criteria included: 1) screening occurred in first trimester; 2) studies included relationship between DV and one or more aneuploidy: trisomy 21, trisomy 18, trisomy 13, Turner syndrome, triploidy and sex chromosome aneuploidies; 3) all required data were available: total number of samples; samples with DV abnormality; samples with aneuploidy, and samples with both DV abnormality and aneuploidy. In total, nine studies matched all the selection criteria and were thus included in the meta-analysis [6, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
The total pregnancy sample included in this study was 35,122, including 613 (1.75 %) aneuploidy cases, 1,522 (4.42 %) abnormal DV, and 382 (62.32 %) with both aneuploidy and abnormal DV blood flow, as shown in Table 1 . Maternal age at the time of ultrasound examination was over 30 years old (Range: 32.138.5), and data age (current year -collection date) was from 1 to 19 years (1998 to 2016).
Meta-analysis models
Both fixed-effect model and random-effects model were used to study the effect size of the nine previous studies. The LOR of aneuploidy in the presence/absence of DV were taken as effect size in this study. Results from both models were compared and reported. The heterogeneity of the metaanalysis was analyzed to study the variance within and between the nine studies.
Multiple linear regression analysis
Multiple linear regression (MLR) model was employed to study the possible influence of three factors on DV-Aneuploidy relation: maternal age, data age and sample size.
RESULTS
Meta-analysis results
Results from the random-effects and fixed-effect models are described in Table 2 , including effect size related statistics of nine studies and the metaanalysis results. The p-values from both metaanalysis models are all smaller than 1E-324, suggesting that there is significant association between DV blood flow and aneuploidy. Statistics from heterogeneity analysis of random-effects include: Q value of 81.64, I-Squared of 90.20 and p-value of 2.29E-14. These results suggest that the between study variance account for 90.20 % of the total variance, and the probability that the different studies share a common effect size is only 2.29E-14. Therefore, the random-effects model is more suitable for this study. However, the results of fixed-effect model are also presented for comparison purposes. To compare the results from the two metaanalysis models, the mean LOR, its 95 % confidence interval (CI), and the weights used in each metaanalysis model are presented in Fig. 1 . Although the fixed model and random model generate similar effect size (3.69 vs. 3.86), the 95 % CI of the fixed model is much smaller, leading to bigger Z-value than that of random model (38.21 vs. 11.10). The differences between the two models are also demonstrated in the weights, as shown in Fig. 1 . The larger sample-sized studies tend to gain relatively smaller weights in the random model than that in the fixed-effect model. 
MLR analysis results
Results from the multiple linear regression model show that the three tested factors, maternal age, data age and total number of cases, are not significantly associated with the DV-aneuploidy relations, as shown in Table 3 . Moreover, Table 3 shows that the effective sizes of different studies are far from a constant vector (p-value = 0.499), which is consistent with heterogeneity analysis from the random-effects model that significant variance exist between different studies. 
DISCUSSION
Although many studies have been conducted revealing associations between aneuploidy and DV, results vary, questioning the effectiveness of using DV to screen for aneuploidies. This metaanalysis not only provides an overall estimation of the mean LOR distribution for the presence/absence of aneuploidy in case of the presence/absence of DV, but also demonstrates the significant variance between different studies.
In this study, 613 out of the total 35,122 samples were diagnosed with fetal aneuploidy. As shown in Table 1 , abnormal DV flows were observed in 62.32 % of the aneuploidy cases. Meta-analysis results (see Table 2 ) suggested that abnormal DV are significantly related to aneuploidy (LOR: 3.86 ± 0.35, p-value < 1e-324). However, we also observed significant between-study variance (I-Squared = 90.2; p-value < 2.29e-14). The p-value for the regression coefficient of the constant term of 0.499 indicates that, for two given studies, the probability is about 50 % for them to present significantly different mean LOR. These results suggest that influential factors exist for the DV-aneuploidy relations, leading to significant variances between different sample groups.
However, MLR results showed that maternal age, data age and sample size, are not significantly associated with the DV-aneuploidy relations (p-value > 0.27). These results provide us the following information. 1) DV is suitable for the aneuploidy screen for pregnant women of all ages; 2) The DVaneuploidy relation has been consistent during the past 19 years for a given sample group; 3) The LOR for a given sample group is generally stable regardless of sample size. While these results suggest the robustness of the DV-aneuploidy relationship, this also indicates that there are other influential factors that lead to the variance of the effect size of different studies, which are worthy of further study.
Moreover, only 24.61 of the 1,552 DV abnormal cases also had aneuploidy. Therefore, DV alone is not sufficient for the screening of aneuploidy. This is consistent with previous studies that addressed the integration of nuchal translucency (NT) and DV in the screening of aneuploidies [7] [8] .
CONCLUSION
The results of this study demonstrate that fetal aneuploidy is significantly associated with first-trimester abnormal DV, supporting the rationality of using DV as a clinical factor for the early detection of aneuploidies. However, using DV alone is not sufficient for aneuploidy screening. MLR results presented significant between-study variances, indicating there were influential factors behind the scene of each unique study, which is worth of further exploration. However, MLR analysis results from this study suggested that maternal age, data age and sample size may not be influential factors for the DVaneuploidy association.
